In this case equality (1) is attained only at ~[i/.ti --= 0 (C iS the vector of concentrations', T is the temperature and /ai(c ~ T) is the potential of the i-th substance). For our purposes it is more convenient to consider~ a potential differing from chemical ' ones by the RT factor rather than chemical potentials themselves: The former were designated /1/ as pseudochemical potentials.
It is likely that the most general (and reasonable) type of' chemical kinetic. equations was given in Ref. /1/. It is a kinetics which is positive with respect to chemical potentials. In terms of this kinetics, the rate W(C, T) of the reaction alA1 + 9 9 .+ anAn ~/~IA1 + 9 9 . + /~nAn should meet the condition n W(c, T) 2; 7i/~i(c, T) ~< 0, 7i = 3i -ai,
In this case equality (1) is attained only at ~[i/.ti --= 0 (C iS the vector of concentrations', T is the temperature and /ai(c ~ T) is the potential of the i-th substance). For our purposes it is more convenient to consider~ a potential differing from chemical ' ones by the RT factor rather than chemical potentials themselves: The former were designated /1/ as pseudochemical potentials. The purpose of the present communication was to illustrate the way to describe nonisothermal kinetics in terms of eq. (2) and to present explicit ~ expressions for thnctions similar to that of free energy under various conditions. Note that some attempts to describe the nonisothermal kinetic processes in terms of nonideal kinetic laws are known from the literature (e.g. Ref. /6/). However, we believe them to be unsatisfactory due to several reasons. For example, they have not taken into consideration the dependence of the thermal capacity of the mixture on its composition and the entropy (exponential) factor in the temperature dependence of the equilibrium constant /7/:
The simplest form have kinetic equations in terms of the amounts of substances Ni: 
ouj (6)
1. V, T = const. 0C i = 0c---~. "
2. P, T = const. P is the pressure . Taking into account eq. (6), we obtain that ZCk [gC----' k-aPi is independent of i, i.e. ZCk ~ (Pi -/lj) = 0.
V, U = const. (The system is thermoisolated). U is the internal energy of the system (also including chemical energy).
(ui/T + Cvi) -1 api = (uffT+Cvj) -1 3#j (7) where Cvi is the specific thermal capacity of the substance Ai, ui (J/mol) is the "chemical energy" of Ai (energy of the ground state).
P, H = const. (The system is thermoisolated). H = U + PV is the enthalpy.
(ui/T + Cvi + R) -I ( ~Pi 1 Z Ck ) = const. ~T T (is independent of i) If the kinetics is ideal (the mass action law is valid), then:
Then from eqs. 
where AS = ETiSi, AE = ETiui. From symmetry conditions (5), there follows the existence of such function OG G(N) that gi -~Ni " It appears that G is the Lyapunov function for eq. (3) and its time derivative due to system (4) is d = NWs(in Ws -In W~) ~< 0, Let us write down the functions G for all conditions examined: 
It is not difficult to generalize eqs. (15-18) for the case of variable specific thermal capacities Cvi (T) or nonideal kinetics at V, T = const. Note also that ~i which is the energy (enthalpy) of one mole at some temperature To is often used rather than ui. For simplicity's sake, the respective transformations are omitted.
Consequently, eq. (13) permits to write down the nonisothermal kinetic equation as eq. (4). In this case the reaction rates are determined by a nonideal kinetic law, which is the generalization of the Marcelin-de-Donder kinetics.
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